DR. TODD DEWETT

Keynote Speaker & Best-Selling Educator
By focusing on authenticity and high-performance
relationships, Todd pushes audiences to create
careers and lives packed with purpose.
When you hire Todd, it’s not an event
– it’s an experience.

TODD’S PROGRAMS
With his unique brand of edgy leadership, Dr.
Todd Dewett is one of the most in-demand
leadership keynote speakers in the world.
Todd is an internationally sought-after
expert, a four-time TEDx speaker, and has
been quoted in TIME, the New York Times,
Bloomberg Businessweek, Forbes, CNN
and many other outlets. With real-world
experience as a consultant, author, awardwinning professor, and radio personality,
Dr. Dewett now writes and speaks full-time,
motivating millions all over the world to
perform at higher levels and lead with true
authenticity. If your goal is to create high
performing teams and careers that matter,
you’ve found the right person. Join millions of
others who have invited Dr. Dewett into their
organizations and into their lives.

ABOUT TODD
Todd’s professional journey began with degrees from the
University of Memphis and the University of Tennessee,
followed by time with Andersen Consulting (now
Accenture) and Ernst & Young. He then earned a Ph.D. in
Organizational Behavior from the Mays Business School
at Texas A&M University, a prestigious Post-Doctoral
Fellowship, and eventually a position on the graduate
faculty at Wright State University. After years in the
classroom, early tenure, and many awards and
publications, the entrepreneurial spirit took over.
Today he is a speaker, author, coach, and the
go-to leadership and life skills expert for
millions of people around the world through
his online courses. As a speaker, Todd’s
is highly unique: world-class expertise, a
rugged authentic style, insightful humor,
and an ability to use words to light a fire
inside people. His clients are a who’s
who of global companies. But hey, all of
that was yesterday. Dr. Dewett is most
excited about creating an amazing
experience at your next event.

THE BEST
SPEAKER OFFER
IN THE WORLD
Most pros sell you a speech, and
maybe a book – not Dr. Dewett.
No other professional speaker
offers a package this valuable.
Your attendees and employees
can find knowledge and inspiration
in so many different ways before
and after the speech.

THE BOOK
Both books are packed with emotional and practical stories that inspire
action. Stories make learning stick and help us believe that more is
possible. Each client receives 50 signed copies. Additional quantities
are available at a discounted rate.
THE SPEECH
Derived from stories in the books, each speech educates and energizes
by tapping into logic, common sense, and plenty of emotion. Funny,
relevant, memorable – the audience will talk about these stories long after
the show is over. Tailoring is no problem.
THE COURSE
Each book is accompanied by a world-class online course that
elaborates all of the major ideas presented. This is practical advice
delivered by one of the top educators on the planet. Add it to your
learning platform and get ready for highly satisfied employees.

THE COACHING
All audience members receive a complimentary three-month membership
to Just Ask Dr. D. This is the only place in the world you can chat live
with Dr. Dewett, as well as other members of the tribe – anonymously
– about anything related to leadership and life at work. You have
questions? Just Ask Dr. D. Click here to learn more.
LIVE FOLLOW-UP
After the speech, all audience members are invited to join Dr. Dewett a
few weeks later for a live online session. After the book, speech, and
course – they will want more. Great – get ready for more stories, more
advice, and more great Q&A for your team.
DID I MENTION TATTOOS?
Every person at every event will receive one super cool temporary tattoo.
Whether it says, Show Your Ink or Live Hard, it’s the meeting swag
audiences love that can only be found at a Dr. Dewett show.

TODD’S MOST
REQUESTED PROGRAMS
Todd's messages are universal and make professionals from the
C-suite to the front line stand up and cheer. His stories are rich in
emotion and packed with insights. In fact, Todd is one of the few
speakers working today whose stories and ability to connect don’t
require the use of slides! He captures audiences from the stage
using only words. This is truly education and entertainment that
makes learning come to life. Every keynote is designed to inspire
action. The effect is powerful. Your audience will be elated and
ready to engage work differently: more open, more thoughtful,
more authentic – more successful!

LIVE HARD

MAXIMIZING WHAT’S POSSIBLE – NOW!

TODD’S
MOST
REQUESTED
PROGRAMS

This electric keynote is based on Dr. Dewett’s powerhouse book Live Hard. Your audience will
fall in love with this colorful take on creating success, living fully, and leading as a champion of
change and innovation.
To maximize what’s possible you must understand what it means to lead fearlessly and embrace
possibilities. It’s all about making thoughtful decisions in order to live fearlessly, create success,
and to embrace the future. With the right attitude, relationships, and choices the future is yours
to define. Choose to live fully. Choose to live the dream. Choose to live hard.
Using practical advice backed by science, and stories as his familiar foundation, Dr. Dewett
shines a light on your path forward. No more hiding behind fear. No more excuses. It’s time for
an exhilarating ride into a world where more is always possible.
This talk is a traditional keynote-style talk using fun and instructional stories that makes
knowledge accessible and practical. Your team will feel informed, motivated, and ready to tackle
tomorrow successfully.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Fear is useful. Some fears
are real. Most are illusions that
deceive. You know you need
to face your fears, but do you
know how? It’s time to learn the
power of perspective and make
the choice to use fear to propel
you forward. When you realize
that fear is your friend, you’re
ready for rapid growth.

Success is an attitude.
Sure, intelligence matters. Ok,
hard work and luck play a role.
However, success is mostly a
mindset. It’s a way of realizing
the you’re capable of improving
yourself, the team, and the
organization. Good things don’t
come to those who wait. They
come to those who go create
success for themselves.

The future is now. What are
you waiting for? Start investing
in yourself. What skills do you
need? Start investing in the
team: embrace tomorrow’s
leaders today, make diversity a
sacred value, make leadership
a tool that transforms. Start
investing in your career: make
the connections, make the
sacrifices, make the work matter.

Show Your Ink

Unleashing the Power of Authenticity

TODD’S
MOST
REQUESTED
PROGRAMS

This powerhouse keynote is based on Dr. Dewett’s popular book Show Your Ink. It’s a supremely colorful
take on the importance of authenticity in work and life.
Dr. Dewett’s decades of research and business experience have revealed that too often people, teams,
and companies lack one vital ingredient for success: authenticity. At its core, authenticity is about being
“more.” More real. More honest. More credible. Above all, more human. Authentic relationships are
built on trust, rapport, candor, and vulnerability. The result is stronger motivation, productivity, and a
willingness to change and improve.
Using practical strategies backed by science, and stories as his medium, Dr. Dewett lights a fire and
changes how you view yourself, your team, and your work. Get ready for an emotional ride as you learn
that more is always possible when you are as authentic as possible.
This talk is a traditional keynote-style talk using engaging and educational stories that make
the learning stick. The goal is to have your team energized and ready to engage their roles at a
higher level.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
More is always possible.
Create teams that are
committed, not just compliant.
Ignite the fire for excellence as
the only real standard. Transform
your culture by investing in
world-class relationships.

Excellence is free. The very
best drivers of personal and
team improvement don’t cost
a penny. It takes time, effort,
and honesty – but it’s free. Start
leading the way and change can
start right now.

Authenticity beats
authority. Achievement
is about connection, not
power. Discover and clarify
the authentic you. Through
candor, build authenticity in
others. Remember, authority
means people have to comply.
Authenticity means people want
to help.

The Truth About Creativity And Innovation

What Most Managers Think, But Only Great Managers Do

TODD’S
MOST
REQUESTED
PROGRAMS

This entertaining keynote is based on Dr. Dewett’s writing and research on creativity and innovation.
The talk is a brutally honest take on the importance of creativity, innovation, and change at work;
how we don’t manage them correctly – and what to do about it.
Dr. Dewett’s years of scholarly study and practical business experience lead him to identify one
major truth about creativity and innovation: we say we want them, but often resist them passionately.
Creativity and innovation are about questioning our reality, debating how we do things better, and
tolerating new ideas. In practice, the status quo often dominates, people don’t want to debate, and
new ideas are not embraced. It’s time to close the gap between what we say and what we do.
Using straight talk and practical insights, Dr. Dewett illuminates the key leader behaviors that drive
creativity and innovation. Change emerges not as a complex phenomenon that is hard to initiate, but
as a natural tendency that is too often suppressed.
Get ready to laugh, think, and hold yourself accountable as Dr. Dewett shares facts, anecdotes,
and stories that make creativity and innovation truly accessible. You will leave with a new view of
creativity and innovation, a new vision about how to support next-level conversations, and a strong
desire to get started immediately.
Like all of Dr. Dewett’s talks this is a traditional keynote-style talk using engaging and educational
stories that make learning come to life. The goal is to have your team energized and ready to move
past the rhetoric to kick-start real progress.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
People don’t resist change.
This is a myth caused by poor
management. People only resist
change they don’t understand,
change they did not see coming,
change for which they have not
been prepared or trained, and
change for which they did not
have a voice in creating.

Mistakes are essential. No
important new product, service,
process, technology, or business
model arrives fully formed and
error free. Great things always
emerge from a process of
learning that involves smart
principled risks. In a culture that
values creativity and innovation,
learning from mistakes is an
expected right-of-passage.

Candor trumps civility.
Real change requires real
conversation. Civility is to be
highly valued, but not as much
as straight talk. Unfiltered
but professional candid
conversations are always at
the heart of successful change
movements. Good teams love
civility, but great teams love
candor even more.

Building Teams That Transform

The Funny Truth About What Works and What Doesn’t

TODD’S
MOST
REQUESTED
PROGRAMS

This thought-provoking keynote is based on Dr. Dewett’s many years of writing, research, and
teaching – much of it derived from his popular guidebook The Little Black Book of Leadership. Over
time, so many half-truths have emerged about how to build great teams. Todd shares the very few
that are actually backed by science and truly work in the real world.
The simple truth about teams is that achieving compliance is easy, but inspiring commitment is
more difficult. Staffing a team, setting expectations, and delivering feedback are not complicated
processes. Building a winning team, collaborating to set engaging goals, and creating a dialogue that
improves all of us is much more challenging – but so worth it. When managed correctly, a team is
definitely much more than the sum of its parts.
It’s time to bridge the gap between our potential and our reality. Using his trademark no-nonsense
delivery, Dr. Dewett shares the behaviors and practices that transform a group into a team. Your
attendees will be entertained and educated as Todd uses practical wisdom and memorable stories to
prepare you for next level performance.
Like all of Dr. Dewett’s talks this is a traditional story-based keynote-style talk that is practical and
applied. The result is professionals more informed about how great teams function and more willing
to go make it happen.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Ownership is everything.
Goals and clear expectations are
essential, right? Kind of. They of
course matter, but never move
a team forward rapidly. Not
unless each team member feels
they have ownership. Voice,
collaboration, and ownership
are what turn compliance into
commitment.

Rewards are overrated. Okay,
when earned, recognition and
rewards are very useful. Notice
the key word – earned. Most
organizations strive passionately
to recognize everyone for
something. Bad move. Reward
excellence, and for everyone
else build a positive and
supportive work environment
that creates the conditions
for – you guessed it – more
excellence.

Passionate for positivity.
The first rule of great teams is
that we’re all in this together.
No show-offs, people who hog
the credit, and no bullies of any
kind. Negativity occasionally
gets you compliance due to
fear. It never helps you achieve
commitment. In contrast,
positive leaders and a positive
work culture will move your
employees to follow you through
the most difficult of challenges.

SELECT CLIENTS INCLUDE

TESTIMONIALS

“HE TALKED ABOUT LEADERSHIP AND
RELATIONSHIPS IN A WAY ANYONE CAN
UNDERSTAND USING STORIES THAT WILL BE
SEARED INTO OUR BRAINS FOREVER…THE BEST
SPEAKER I’VE EVER SEEN.”
We hired Todd to speak to a large
employee group, and he absolutely
nailed it. His confidence and expertise
are compelling, and his ability to show
honest emotion and make you feel
emotions is totally engaging. The
audience was eating it up. He talked
about leadership and relationships in a
way that anyone can understand using
stories that will be seared in our brains
forever. He might be the best speaker
I’ve ever seen.
Refrigeration Engineering Manager
Emerson Climate Technologies

“THE CONSENSUS OF THE SURVEYS CAN BE
SUMMED UP IN 2 WORDS: GREAT SPEAKER!
NOT ONE NEGATIVE COMMENT!”
The consensus of the surveys can
be summed up in two words: GREAT
SPEAKER! All of the surveys were
positive, not one negative comment.
They all loved how relatable your stories
were to our professional and personal
life, loved how you kept their attention,
and could have listened to you longer.
I definitely agree with them and want to
THANK YOU again for speaking at our
event.
Executive Office Administrator
The Boeing Company

“NO WONDER HE RECEIVED A STANDING OVATION
AT THE END OF THE SPEECH. WOW!
Todd delivered a rousing keynote to
me and my realtor colleagues at a
leadership offsite. He had us from the
word go. I thought we might enjoy a
little education that day, but this was
so much more. Practical perspectives
you can use, stories to light a fire and
help you remember what matters. Dr.
Dewett truly makes you believe that you
can become a better version of yourself
– and help your team do it too. No
wonder he received a standing ovation
at the end of the speech. Hire him and
you’ll understand. Wow!
Vice President, Broker, Sales Manager
Berkshire Hathaway Home Services

“THE WAY HE USES STORIES IS POWERFUL
AND RELATABLE – THEY ARE MESSAGES WITH
LASTING IMPACT.”
Todd is just captivating – fun and huge
energy! His positive life-affirming
messages are always a hit with our
leadership team and staff. The way he
uses stories is powerful and relatable –
they are messages with lasting impact.
Associate Director
America’s Talent Team

HERE’S MY PLEDGE TO YOU:
I will listen and learn about the challenges facing your team.
I will tailor my speech to make it as relevant as possible.
I will be one of the lowest maintenance speakers with
whom you’ve ever worked.
I will go the extra mile to add value to the event
whether that’s a promo video, social media
support, or anything else.
I will move your audience to care about
improving themselves, their teams, and
your organization.
We will have fun while doing all of the
above! Let’s create a memorable event.

THE OLD RULES DON’T APPLY.
It’s time to upgrade your leadership skills
with the fresh game-changing advice that
has helped millions of professionals.
Ready for a truly AUTHENTIC event?
For more information, visit
www.drdewett.com

